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Cost-Effective Infrastructure Upgrade and 
Configuration Management 

Business Challenge 
A global manufacturer of peripheral equipment was looking for a partner to 
support a multi-site data center and network infrastructure refresh, 
configuration management, and quality assurance testing for their enterprise 
customers. To scale engineering support for this massive effort, they needed 
a solution with cost-effective resource teams and timely ramp-up. Ideally, 
they searched for a partner with flexibility to deploy resource teams to 
manage multiple client sites verifying in size, scope, and configuration 
complexity.  

Solution 
Our Cloud & Infrastructure team provided an assessment of the current state 
and developed a scalable plan that would allow the delivery of the right 
resource teams to support each of the client’s end customer needs. Experis 
provided oversight of the teams to ensure quality and client satisfaction.   

Results 
Experis drove positive outcomes to our client’s customers through: 

• Scaling engineering coverage for one of their largest end-clients
using contingent resources without diminishing output quality

• Maintaining project roadmap and schedule commitments to their end-
client

• Reducing project overhead by using a contractor team capable of
applying client best practices and standards to all design, QA,
Pre/Post configuration engineering, and OS support activities for
assigned client sites

Experis scaled engineering 
coverage for one of this 
company’s largest end clients 
using contingent resources 
without diminishing output 
quality. Our combination of 
flexible delivery options and 
technology expertise freed up 
the client’s team to handle 
other urgent initiatives. 

Contact us to learn 
how Experis can help 
with your Cloud & 
Infrastructure needs. 
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